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Visitors to the website of the Wales Evangelical School of Theology are greeted by a banner proclaiming that “WEST is OM Europe’s official training partner for its church planters” and that “WEST is proud to serve missional Church across Europe by training OM Europe’s church planters”. That this is indeed the case is confirmed by the seminary’s principal himself, while the seminary’s former Development Manager, writing in defence of the “good name of WEST”, says “Praise God ... OM missionaries in Europe will now receive Reformed teaching”.

Evangelical believers with a genuine interest in mission to the Roman Catholic nations of Europe – and in particular those with a proven commitment to mission in Poland – ought to be deeply concerned at this news. For despite the numbers of very sincere believers who still embark on missionary activity with Operation Mobilisation, and notwithstanding the many fine examples of evangelistic zeal and sacrifice found throughout the mission’s history, anyone with the Biblical discernment one would expect of a seminary principal will be well aware that the organisation today is severely blighted by false doctrine of many kinds.

A not untypical example is the leader of Operation Mobilisation’s work in Poland, Arkadiusz (Arek) Delik. Mr Delik is a committed ecumenist. Poland’s Catholic Information Agency reports that on 23 January 2013 Mr Delik took an active part in an ecumenical service held in the Cathedral Basilica of the Assumption of the Blessed Virgin Mary and St Nicholas in Łowicz as part of the 2013 Week of Prayer for Christian Unity organised jointly by the Pontifical Council for Promoting Christian Unity and the Commission on Faith and Order of the World Council of Churches. The local Lutherans report the same. But is this information true? The Roman Catholic Newspaper Gość Niedzielny has furnished us with photographs. Doubters can even listen to a recording of the service and hear Mr Delik welcomed by name in part 1 at 8:48 or listen as he leads in prayer for “full visible unity” in part 2.
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at 14:56. And Mr Delik’s enthusiastic support for “outreach” activity such as Festival of Life, with its open cooperation with Roman Catholics, is no new phenomenon.

Mr Delik is not a sincere but naive young believer misguidedly following his elders, because as well as being long-term Director of Operation Mobilisation in Poland he is a pastor and seminary lecturer and until recently served his denomination, the Pentecostal Church in Poland, as head of foreign mission. Neither is he someone who remains in the denomination despite and in opposition to its actively ecumenical stance. He is a denominational leader who takes an active role in driving that stance, and in praying for ecumenical unity with Rome. This is someone who has nailed his colours very firmly to the ecumenical mast.

What should we say to a sincere young believer from an FIEC church who wants to serve in overseas mission and is thinking of responding to OM’s current calls for workers in Poland – in the church pastored by its country Director? Such a believer would come under the pastoral care of an ecumenist, someone who in addition heartily recommends what he calls the “good teaching” of Mars Hill and Desiring God. Such a young person would find themselves being asked to take part in evangelism events alongside Roman Catholics, as we saw was the case with the Festival of Life meeting. Until it was recently withdrawn, the 1996 FIEC Council Statement on Ecumenism would have instantly resolved the matter. The Scripture texts it quoted still do.

In any case, believers really should not have any difficulty in separating from OM Poland. Since they cannot attend the Cathedral Basilica to join in the Director’s prayers for unity with Rome, and since they cannot take part in joint evangelism events with Catholics, what can they do in concert with OM Poland? For those who know what it means – and what it costs – to turn to God from idols to serve the living and true God, separation is an instinctive and entirely warranted consequence.
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A not insignificant twist in the tail is the fact that Operation Mobilisation Poland is formally united with *Biblijne Stowarzyszenie Misyjne*, a member of the Wycliffe Global Alliance. The two organisations have a joint bank account, and they even have a joint Board of Management, whose members include Mr Delik and, well, it’s a small world, the emissary in Poland of the FIEC’s Carey Baptist Church, Malcolm Clegg. Readers of the *Bible League Quarterly* will remember him.

However, is it not the case that at WEST future OM missionaries are to benefit from Reformed teaching? Will this not help stem the tide? Turn back the flood of ecumenical and other error with which UK evangelical mission funding has helped infect almost every corner of evangelicalism in Poland? Based on the country’s experience of two Polish WEST graduates, both of whom were given their initial theological training by the current principal’s contact in Poland, Malcolm Clegg, before spending several years at WEST, one hardly thinks this likely. Quite the contrary, by supporting Operation Mobilisation in Poland, particularly in view of the close ties that have been cultivated over many years, WEST is directly supporting ecumenical compromise of the worst order.
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Spirit speaks a like word in the Revelation (18.4): ‘Come out of her, my people, that ye be not partakers of her sins’. If you refer this to the spiritual flight, it is certain that he who has once truly in spirit thus pondered on this flight will *not still cleave to those whom he sees continually dishonouring the virtue and merit of Christ*. As for myself, I love you, my Albert, as ever; but your dilatoriness I do not love” – Polish Reformation leader John a Lasco (emphasis added). See: [http://archive.org/details/cu31924029231004](http://archive.org/details/cu31924029231004), pp. 183-184, 237-238. Much similar contemporary testimony could be added.
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